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Please accept this e-mail as notice that I am opposed to the National Credit Union Administration’s
 (NCUA’s) proposed rule on Chartering and Field of Membership Manual.  NCUA is an out of
 control agency cheerleading, not supervising, the tax-exempt $1 trillion credit union industry.
 NCUA’s proposal to reform its field of membership restrictions is, by its own account, the most
 sweeping in the agency’s 45 year history.  

 
·         The proposal would redefine local community and rural district, significantly expanding the

 definition of community beyond any reasonable interpretation of ‘local’ or ‘rural’ –
 circumventing Congressional intent as expressed in the Credit Union Membership Access
 Act and extending beyond NCUA’s underlying statutory authority.
 

·         The proposed rule intends to treat a Combined Statistical Area and a Congressional
 District as a well-defined local community. In addition, the proposal expands the rural
 district population limit by four times the current threshold to one million. The NCUA
 Board has blatantly disregarded Congressional intent and abused any reasonable definition
 of local.

 
·         It would provide additional methods of membership expansion for multiple common bond

 credit unions including a streamlined application process for adding a new group with
 fewer than 5,000 members—blatantly disregarding Congressional intent and
 overstepping NCUA’s regulatory reach. This proposal would allow a streamlined
 determination for groups between 3,000 and 4,999 potential new members—this is at
 odds with the FCU Act’s current maximum limit at 3,000 members established in 1998.
 The FCU Act required a multiple common bond federal credit union to have a service
 facility within reasonable proximity to any group added to its field of membership.
 However, the proposal would amend the definition of “service facility” to include online
 internet channels, including laptop computers, personal computers and mobile devices—
which eviscerates any reasonable notion of “proximity”.
 

·         This proposal violates the Congressional mandate to encourage the formation of
 new single bond credit unions. The FCU Act states, “[i]n general, the Board shall
 encourage the formation of separately chartered credit unions instead of approving an
 application to include an additional group within the field of membership of an existing
 credit union whenever practicable and consistent with reasonable standards for the safe
 and sound operation of the credit union.” Congress deliberately instructed NCUA to keep
 credit unions small and focused on providing services to specific groups that lack other
 access to financial services.
 

·         A broad expansion of authorities as proposed greatly undercuts Congressional-mandated
 limits on field of membership and will lead to a broad expansion of the credit union
 industry’s tax subsidy—already valued at $26.75 billion over the next 10 years, resulting in
 vast implications for both marketplace dynamics and the potential increase of tax subsidies
 at a time when governments are working with large budget deficits. 
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·         Banks are not tax exempt, but are for-profit businesses attempting to balance offering
 products and services to best serve customers while growing the business to offer more
 lines of credit and other economic capital to communities. A credit union competing for
 the same customer base as a bank while benefiting from the tax advantaged status is
 patently unfair. 
 

Regards,
 

D. Joe Caffee – President & CEO
111 S. Main Street/P.O. Box 69
Middlebury, IN  46540
(574) 825-2166 Ext. 1202
(574) 825-5967 Fax
djcaffee@fsbmiddlebury.com
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